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Abstract 

Using models of appropriate complexity is important for effective simulatiorrbased 

design. Throughout a simulated event, systems can have varying inputs, or may have 

varying system parameters. A single model may not have the most appropriate level of 

complexity throughout all phases of the maneuver. Therefore using a variable-complexity 

model could predict the system response accurately while achieving computational 

savings. can be achieved 

This thesis presents an approach for switching system model elements "on" and "off' as 

their importance changes, using bond graphs. Three element importance calculating 

methods are used to determine an element's contribution to overall system dynamics. 

Once the power falls below a user-defined threshold, a modified transformer element sets 

the output from the element to the rest of the system equal to zero. Importance of an 

element can still be computed as soon the element is "off' by passing the input to the 

element through the transformer. Again, the element can be switched back "on" if 

necessary. 

Three case studies are done using a half car, a quarter car and a vehicle frame model. The 

switching is performed according to the element importance metrics. The computational 

overhead of power calculations offsets any increase in processing speed due to model 

reduction even though the appropriate model complexity is used at all stages. Still the 
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method is useful to determine the required model complexity at any instant without prior 

knowledge of input or parameter changes, and it is able to show how a sequence of 

systematically reduced models would perfonn. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Proper modeling and model complexity 

A dynamic model is said to be proper if it maintains desired accuracy with minimal 

complexity. Efficient and accurate models help to understand, optimize and control the 

system dynamics. Tractability in system identification and optimization can only be 

ensured by simplicity of a model [4]. A proper model must satisfy modeling objectives 

and maintain physically meaningful design parameters and variables [5]. The simulation 

community prefers a simple model to a complex one. According to Salt [1993] 

"simplification is the essence of simulation [I]." Though a proper model is desired, it 

requires efficient modelers to generate such models. Designers who do not have such 

skill face three problems: 

• Making models oversimplified and therefore inaccurate. 

• Making them too complicated, obscuring the relationship between design 

parameters and system performance. 

• Not making fonnal use of models. 



-- --------- --------------------

Thus, automated modeling tools are desired which can generate proper models with 

appropriate complexity [3]. Balancing accuracy and simplicity through proper modeling 

facilitates optimization, real-time simulation and control design 

Although complexity is in some sense an intuitive concept, there is no general definition 

or single accepted definition of complexity when applied to a modeL Still complexity can 

be described into two categories: 

• Complexity due to complication in understanding the system. 

• Complexity due to nun1ber of system components [I]. 

Models are reduced to generate a proper modeL The following are some potential reasons 

for obtaining a reduced order model [6, 7) 

• To simplify the understanding of a system. 

• To increase computational efficiency. 

• To generate simpler controller laws. 

A larger and complex model can increase computation time despite using a high speed 

computer [8) . On the other hand simpler models often but not always can s imulate at a 

faster speed that can be valuable for applications like hardware- in- the loop simulation or 

embedded model- reference control [ 4] . Moreover, companies want to gain competitive 

advantage by reducing time to simulate a model [5]. Achieving both simplicity and 

accuracy is difficult as often increasing accuracy increases model complexity. Thus, a 

trade off results. With larger and more complex systems, such competition grows more. 
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Hence an optimum is needed in which the essential dynamics have been captured using a 

proper model generation technique [4]. 

1.2 Discontinuous system modeling 

Modeling theory typically addresses problems with systems having continuously 

changing properties, represented by a set of algebraic and/or differential equations that 

are continuously differentiable functions of time. Sometimes abrupt changes are also 

found, such as during transitions between nvdes of operation. Examples of systems 

exhibiting such switching phenomena include electrical diodes, hydraulic check valves, 

and mechanical free wheeling devices. Switching appears within a very short time for 

ideal switches and no power loss is considered [12). 

A quarter car represents one corner of a full car model and includes only a single tire and 

suspension system as shown in Figure 1.1 . A jumping quarter car that goes off the ground 

and comes back again exhibits system discontinuity which can be shown as a switching 

phenomenon between sub-systems. As the tire loses contact with the ground the tire 

damper-spring pair is disconnected from the rest of the system. The normal force 

becomes zero, and the tire is reconnected as soon as it reaches the ground [13]. 

A collision phenomenon is observed as a discontinuous system example by Stromberg 

and Soderman [12]. Switching occurs during a collision of a wagon and a wall modeled 

as spring-damper submodel. Once the wagon collides with the wall the two submodels 
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get connected and the switch is 'on' . Before and after the collision the wagon and wall 

models are disconnected and switching 'off occurs. 

1.3 Bond Graphs 

Suspension 
Spring 

Sprung 
Mass 

'-,.--...-' 

Suspension 
Damping 

Unsprung 
Mass 

Damping 
Tire Spring llTire 

Road Input j 

Figurel.l: Quarter car model 

Prof. H. M. Paynter (1959) developed the idea of expressing systems in terms of power 

bonds, connecting the elements of the physical system to so-called junction structures. 

This energy based graphical technique for representing the mathematical model of the 

physical system is called a Bond Graph, which can be both power and information 

oriented. Later on, many researchers like Karnopp [ 16], Rosenberg [22], Margolis [23 ], 

and Breedveld [24] worked on extending this modeling technique to power hydraulics, 

mechatronics, and general thermodynamic systems and recently to electronics and non-

energetic systems like economics and queuing theory. 
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The mam idea of bond graph theory is that power is transmitted through and into 

elements of a model as the product of 'flow' and 'effort'. The power flow paths through 

the system components are explicitly identified and state equations are generated in tenns 

of only two variables generalized momentum and displacement. The main components 

of the bond graph formalism are inductive (!) , capacitive (C) and resistive (R) elements. 

The first two are energy storing element and the third one is the energy dissipative 

element. Constitutive laws for these elements relate effort and flow through a parameter 

and the derivative or integral of momentum or displacement. The resistive element has an 

algebraic constitutive law to relate the flow and effort. 

There are two types of junctions present in bond graphs, 1-junctions and 0-junctions .At 

0-junctions, the flow of all bonded elements swns to zero and the efforts are equal. This 

corresponds to a node in an electrical circuit (where Kirchhoff's current law applies). In a 

!-junction, the efforts sum to zero while all bonded elements have common flow. This 

corresponds to force balance at a mass in a mechanical system. 

The effort (Se) and flow (SJ) source are the elements by which the system interacts with 

the environment. Sources are also called active ports. 

There are two types of two-port elements, "Transformer" and " Gyrator". The bond graph 

symbols for these elements are -TF- and - GY-, respectively. They conserve power and 

multiply effort and flow with proper scaling as defmed by tre modulus. The elements of 

effort and flow vectors are algebraically related by the transformers. Whereas the 

transfonner relates flow-to-flow and effort-to-effort, a gyrator relates flow to effort and 
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effort to flow, again keeping the power on the input and output ports equal A modulated 

transfonner (MTF) and modulated gyrator (MGY) is also used in bond graphs 

presentation[ 11 ). Table 1.1 summarizes a list of useful bond graph elements [22). 

The advantages of using bond graphs are 

• Power flow paths through the sy tern can be identified 

• Power flow through the elements and their c01mection can be ea ily calculated. 

• It is unlikely to accidentally introduce extra energy into a system as it works on 

the principle of conservation of energy. 

• Virtually any type of physical system (mechanical, electrical, electro-mechanical, 

etc.) can be modeled. 

• Needs very few basic variables to express even a very complex multi-domain 

system [11). 

1.4 Scope of current research 

Many proper modeling algorithms exist to generate proper models, such as the Model 

Order Reduction Algorithm (MORA) [2] , and Relative Activity-Based Partitioning [21]. 

Such algorithms attempt to generate a proper model, but that model has a fixed structure, 
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Table 1.1: List of bond graphs elements 

SYMBOL 
CONSTITUTIVE LAW CAUSALITY 

(LINEAR) CONSTRAINTS 

SOURCES 

Flow Sfl---7 f = f(t) fixed flow out 

Effort Se ---;;;r~ e = e(t) fixed effort out 

ENERGETIC ELEMENTS 

Inertia ----7l I f =..!, f edt 
preferred 

I integral 

f----?1 e= I !!1. 
dt 

Capacito r 1---;;>--C e= ...!_ fJdt 
preferred 

c integral 

---:::-~c de 
f=C-

dt 

Resisto r ~----,R e= Rf none 

-7iR I 
J=-e 

R 

2-PORT ELEMENTS 

Transformer ~TF~ e2 = n e, effort in-effort 
out o r flow in-n f1 = n f2 
flow o ut 

Modulated ! ? e2 = n(?) e 1 

Transforme r --?"1 MTF--?"1 f 1 = n(?) f2 

n(?) 

Gyrator ~GY~ e2 = n f1 
flow in-effort 

e 1 = n ~ out or effort in-
n flow out 

Modulated J ? e2 = n(?) f1 

G yrator J-::>o-MGY"""?"i e 1 = n(?) f2 

n(?) 

CONSTRAINT NODES 

1-junctio n 1 
---;;>"I 1 

2 
---;:>"1 ez = el- e3 

o ne flow input 

v; fl = fz 
f3 = fz 

0- junction 
~ 2 f2 = fl - f3 o ne effort input 

0 t--.:::-' el = ez ;; e3 = ez 
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--- -- ----------------------------- - ----

is only valid in the neighborhood of the otiginal parameters and inputs , and doesn ' t 

change automatically if there are parameter or input changes. 

Another limitation of existing proper modelling methods is that they compute the reduced 

model using aggregate power flow over a pre-set time interval. If that time window is 

broad, then the instantaneous model complexity that is required may change frequently. 

A single reduced model may perfonn well at certain times but poorly at others. This 

research proposes a switching technique that continuously monitors the required level of 

model complexity using MORA or Partitioning, and switches between different reduced 

models as necessary. 

Switching techniques found in the literature mostly deal with modeling a system with 

physical switches. Switches are used in power electronics applications such as converter 

circuits, phase- inverters, in the hydraulic domain for pump systems or in modeling 

clutched transmissions. While algorithms have been developed to generate a proper 

model, a fully automated technique to continuously monitor and switch complexity has 

not been developed. 

This research attempts to generate reduced order models automatically. A switching 

method is used to switch off any inactive elements from a bond graph model of the 

system when they are unimportant and to switch them back on if they are required again 

later. 
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Chapter 2 surveys some proper modeling methods, switch modeling with bond graphs 

and variable complexity models. In Chapter 3, power-based measures of element 

importance are studied and compared. Such metrics are used as a tool to detennine which 

elements of a model are important to the system dynamics and which are not. Activity 

Index, Relative Junction Activity and Moving Average of Absolute Power are studied 

with application to a simple mass-spring-damper system. 

Chapter 4 describes a bond graph switch library that has been designed and applied in the 

current research. Chapter 5 is a case study of half car and quarter car models using the 

switching technique and a study of the computational savings resulting from model 

switching. 

In Chapter 6, power-based metrics and switches are used to predict when models can be 

partitioned into "driving" and "driven" dynamics. A free-free beam case is studied (in 

which flexible modes are eliminated if appropriate). Chapter 7 includes concluding 

points about this research and makes some recommendations for future works. 

If the current research goal were achieved i.e., model reduction could be done 

automatically this would certainly save computational steps for variable complexity 

models. Such automated modelling would result in faster simulation speeds which would 

be very useful to industries in competitive environments. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

In this chapter some model reduction algorithms are discussed such as MORA [2] and 

System Partitioning [10]. Issues regarding different switching methods are also reviewed. 

Approaches to discontinuous system modelling which are relevant to the current research 

are discussed. 

2.1 Proper model generation algorithms 

Louca et al. [2] proposed a model reduction algorithm (MORA) to generate minimum 

complexity models. They developed a metric called element activity that measures 

relative importance of an element in a model. Activity is defined as the time integral of 

absolute power of a bond where power is the product of generalized effort and flow (for 

example, force and velocity in a mechanical system or voltage and current in an electrical 

system). 

, 
A= fjPjdt (2.1) 

0 

Where, 

A= Activity 
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P=Power 

t=Time 

Activity index for each element is found by dividing the activity of an element by the 

sum of all element activities from the model. 

(2.2) 

i = l 

where k = number of model elements . 

Elements are ranked from highest to lowest activity. A threshold limit is set and an 

element is removed as soon as addition of its activity index takes the cumulative activity 

indices above the threshold limit. A case study with a quarter car model is done to 

generate a proper model using MORA by Louca et al. [2]. Despite its usefulness as a 

metric to identify non-contributing elemerts, activity is not a "fast-responding" metric if 

the time window is too wide. It cannot track an element if it becomes unimportant for an 

instant during the whole simulation period. 

Y e and Y oucef. Toumi [ 18] showed a use of energy exchange patterns as a metric to 

determine the contribution of an element to the dynamic system behavior. Unlike Louca 

et a/. [2] it measures energy associated with adjacent bonds at junctions containing 

energy storage elements. Bonds having lower energy level at an instant compared to other 

bonds are eliminated. A case study is done with an electronic circuit and system response 

of the reduced model shows a close resemblance with the full model. Though an element 

might be contributing significantly at a junction, it can be insignificant when compared to 
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all the elements globally. Such an element should not necessarily be retained in the 

reduced model. Moreover, while the responsiveness of their method is good for 

monitoring required model complexity, sensitivity functions used can become singular at 

points where the energy storage element's state is zero. 

Rideout et al. [ 1 0] presented a partitioning algorithm to find the decoupling among the 

elements of the model and thus partition the model. It compares the relative activities of 

the bonds attached to each 1- or 0- junction, and converts the low activity bonds into a 

modulated source. This 'conditioned' bond graph can be divided into "driving" and 

"driven" parts if all the modulating sources are directed from one subgraph to another. 

The driving part excites the driven part. On the other hand the driven sub-system 

response has negligible impact on the driving portion. Once such partitioning is found, 

the driving portion can be simulated first and using the output the driven portion can be 

simulated. If the driving portion only is of interest, then the driven part can be removed 

completely. Such decoupling or partitioning can facilitate model reduction and can allow 

parallel simulation of the driving and driven parts. Algorithms such as MORA can then 

be applied to the partitioned system. As both MORA and the partitioning method create 

models with a subset of the parameters of the full model, it is possible to gain a physical 

interpretation of the result. Case studies have shown the computational savings resulting 

from partitioning system models, which can lead to a faster simulation. As with MORA, 

no means of automatically switching between partitioned and non-partitioned models is 

proposed in [ 1 0]. 
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2.2 Application of MORA for variable complexity modeling 

Kypuros and Longoria [9] used the MORA algorithm developed by Louca et al. [2] to 

find the separate reduced order models for a model with four sequential sinusoidal input 

stages. A half car model was used to simulate a vehicle ride maneuver. Four different 

frequency inputs were used that resulted in four different proper models to predict ride 

quality- one proper model for each input frequency. Activity of all the energy storing 

elements was calculated and elements were ranked from highest to lowest value 

according to their activity index. For each stage some elements were found to be non

contributing. Therefore for each stage a different reduced model was generated. The 

appropriate model for the first stage was executed, and the final state variable values 

were used as initial values for the second stage. The second stage was simulated, and the 

same pattern was repeated through the fourth stage. System response from the reduced 

and full model for each stage was compared and showed significant similarity. 

Simulation steps taken for each stage with reduced and full models were compared. 

Using an appropriate reduced model for each stage gave significant step savings 

compared to a fu ll model. Simulation was done with MATLAB software using the state 

equations derived from the reduced bond graph model. Despite the method's ability to 

identify appropriate model complexity for each time period, it needs a priori knowledge 

of the time span at which the model complexity should change. Therefore, an automated 

model complexity change mechanism is still required. 
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2.3 Switching techniques 

Asher [ 14] described a bond graph of an electronic switching circuit. It used a 

combination voltage or current generator with a resistor that acted as a causality 

generator for the switching device as shown in Figure 2.1. A causality switching 

algorithm was developed that changes the switching state and the circuit equations 

automatically considering a switching 'off or 'on ' condition. 

Resistor 

C~J T\ .t' 
R T R 

;t 
0 0 1k: 0 711 1 ,, 0 ?11 

Voltage Generator Toff Ton 
T 

Figure 2.1: Switching device and bond graph [ 14] 

A composite switch element was introduced with a combination of voltage generator 

element, 'causality' resistor and a !-junction [Section 1.3] that overcomes the limitation 

of being forced into a restrictive causality assignment. Stromberg et a/. [ 12] presented a 

new bond graph element 'ideal switch' that consists of a zero effort or zero flow source 

and switches between different sub-systems. The arrangement is shown in Figure 2.2. 

This method accepted variability in causality. Two case studies with discontinuous 
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systems were discussed where such switching was implemented with an electrical diode 

Sw .... ,--
e50 

Se:O""" · 1 St :O~ 

Figure 2.2: Ideal switch with 0 flow or effort source [12) 

and a colliding rigid body. Causality reassignment could be done automatically; however 

this required symbolic derivation of new system equations with each switching event and 

precluded the use of commercial bond graph software available at the present time. 

RriR 

l 
External 

l 
command 

0 

l 
0 1 0 

Figure 2.3: Switching device bond graph [15] 

Ducreux et al. [15] presented a switch for power electronic circuits that showed a way to 

model such circuits with all their discontinuities. Such switches contain a combination of 

MTF and R elements as shown in Figure 2.3. The MTF connects the linear R with the rest 

of the system. It ~ts an external command that dictates switching states. A zero flow 

results for the rest of the system when an element goes 'off. A case study was 

demonstrated with a three phase voltage inverter. Mostennan [ 17] developed a theory for 

hybrid physical systems. Hybrid physical systems combined continuous and discrete 
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system behavior. An algorithm was developed that transfers a continuous state vector 

between the modes in a hybrid model. Once a discontinuity occurs, mode switching is 

obtained by using a controlled junction. The switching element controls the junction to 

get an 'on' or 'off mode. During 'on' mode the junction acts like a usual 1- or 0. 

junction. Figure 2.4 shows that as soon as the mode is 'off, the controlled junction is 

loaded with a source having 0 value to meet the boundary condition of the disconnected 

model part. For a 0- junction an effort source with a 0 value (and for a !-junction a flow 

source having 0 value) was used as a load to deactivate the junction. As 0 effort or flow is 

forced, transfer of energy through the junction becomes 0; therefore it acts like an ideal 

switch. The local switching logic is developed by a combinational automaton which is 

known as control specification (CSPEC). Therefore such switching is not strictly done 

within the bond graphs elements . 

...... ,~--
Figure 2.4: Controlled 0-junction [17] 

Demir and Poyraz [19] developed software for switching a model based on switch 

models with an ideal flow or effort source. The sources are set to 0 to switch "off'. While 

the bond graph model is prepared, a program is developed which fonns the state and 

output equations of a model. The program is named as "BONDSO". Application of the 

software is illustrated with several examples. This method facilitates analysis of norr 
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linear &ystems. This method gets cwnbersome as the number of switches is increased 

since 2" different bond graphs are required for n switches. 

Umarikar and Umanand [20] presented a switching method applied for modeling 

switched mode power converters (SMPC) using bond graphs. They used a switched 

power junction (SPJ) for switching in a SMPC. They proposed using switched 1- or 0 -

junctions which are represented as Is and Os respectively. They are capable of handling 

multiple efforts for a G-junction and multiple flows to a !-junction. There is a control 

signal for the junctions that decides which effort or flow is to be used. Using this 

modified junction a single pole single throw (SPST) switch is modeled. Also, boost and 

cuk, two basic types of converters, are modeled. The bond graph models are used for 

large AC signals while a graphical method was proposed to find the model for average, 

steady state or small AC signals. 

Junco et al. [13] used the concept of SPJ and presented SPJ with a combination of bond 

graph junction and Boolean modulated transformers (bMTF) . A switched 0-junction, Os, 

is connected with a 1-junction that that takes all the effort inputs while each input effort is 

followed by a MTF. In case of switched !-junction, Is , the !-junction is connected with a 

0-junction that admits all the flow inputs followed by MTFs . Therefore Is acts like a !

junction that admits more than one flow causality and Os acts like a 0-junction with 

multiple effort causality. Figure 2.5 shows the switched 0- and !-junction. These SPJ are 
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applied m case studies with a three pha e inverter, a senes DC motor whose field 

Activated e l ,l'!.~ct!'l.rated fl 
Ivl ultibond 

ut~e2 
Ivl ultibond 

uJul 
f2 

f n+2 0 u3 en+2 n+2 u3 
? l f3 n+2 I 7 s I 7 e3 

:Ynl"· 
3 

~nf". • ~ • 
• 

fn+l ~+1 
e n ~ 

Figure 2.5: Switched 0- and !-junction (Os and Is) [13] 

inductance has varying causality and a quarter car model with a dissipater and spring 

that changes causality as the car jumps and leaves the ground. However, power though 

the element that goes "off' cannot be monitored using such switched junctions. 

Concepts from the switching techniques described in this chapter, along with MORA and 

system partitioning, are used in this thesis. Details are discussed in the following 

chapters. 
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Chapter 3 

Evaluation of Metrics for Element Importance 

Throughout this study some metrics are used to identify the extent of the contribution of a 

system element to the system dynamic behavior. By removing the less significant 

elements from a system model as indicated by the metric, a proper model [see Section 

1.1] can be obtained. Three metrics are considered: 

1. Activity Index 

2. Relative Activity 

3. Moving Average of Power Index 

All the three types of metrics are discussed in the following sections. 

3.1 Metrics 

3.1.1 Activity index 

This metric is introduced by Louca et al. [2] as described in Chapter 2. 'Activity' is 

defmed as a time integral of absolute power that flows in and out of an element which is 

given by Eq.2.1. Total activity is given by 

k 

A = ~ A,. 
Iota! .L.J (3.1) 

i - 1 
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Where : 

Ai = Activity of rh element 

k = total number of energy elements in the model 

Activity measured by Eq.2.1 and total activity from Eq.3.1 are used to calculate the 

activity index for each element as shown by Eq.2.2. This activity index indicates the 

portion of the total system energy that flows through an element over a time interval. 

With lower activity index an element is expected to have a negligible contribution to 

system dynamics whereas higher activity index elements exhibit greater importance. 

Sum . ._,.. ............ _ 
' . . .. 

~ \ 
' \ 
'\ ~\ 

\ 

II Achvaty calcubh<J!l 
A"' mt{ ~.s(p I e p l f) • 
II Attl\'11. mdell taku!at.wo 

af (Atot.li"'O) tb~o 
Al=A/Alotal. 

rnJ. 

Figure 3.1: Activity index calculation using bond graph 

Figure 3.1 shows a method for activity calculation in a bond graph model. Activity 

sensors ('A' blocks) having a code as shown m the figure calculate activity of the 
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corresponding bond. Activity sensors send an ' activity' signal to the 'Sum' block that 

sums all the element activities in tre model to find the total activity. Again, 'Total 

Activity ' signals go to the activity sensors for calculating the activity index. 

3 .1.2 Relative activity 

Rideout et a!. [21] developed a system partitioning method to generate proper [see 

Section 2.1] models using the concept of relative activity. In contrast to ' activity index' , 

relative activity is a measure of relative importance of any adjacent bond attached to a 1-

or (}.junction. Activity of each bond attached to a junction is calculated according to 

Eq.2.1 . The maximum activity among the activities from all the bonds attached to the 

junction is determined. Activity of each adjacent bond is divided by the maximum 

activity to give the relative activity of the corresponding bond. This can be expressed as 

RA . = A; 
' max( A;) 

(3.2) 

Where, 

RAi = Relative Activity 

Ai=Activity of the [h bond 

As shown in Figure 3.2, activity sensors are attached to all the adjacent bonds, I , 2 and 3 

of 1- junction 'One ' . The sensors have the same code shown in Figure 3.1. Each sends 

activity to the 'Max' block which determines the maximum of the activities among the 

bonds 1, 2 and 3. It then sends the maximum activity value to the activity sensors and 
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c~ 

I k:: 1 

l 
Figure 3.2: Relative activity calculation using bond graph 

calculates the relative activity of the corresponding bond. 20SIM (2007) software has a 

built in l-or 0-junction which can directly find the relative activities of the adjacent bonds 

attached to the junction. 

3.1.3 Moving average of power index 

Instead of defining activity according to Eq.2.1 , moving average of power (MAP) can be 

used. MAP calculates a moving average of absolute power flow through a bond over a 

narrow time window as opposed to 'activity' which integrates absolute power over the 
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entire time span of the simulation. Since the absolute power flow is averaged within a 

moving time window it is called ' moving average'. 

The equation is given by 

I 

fiP(t )idt 
MAP= _t-_r."--o --

To 

Where, t = Any instant of time 

To = Time window for averaging 

P (t) =Power flow through the bond 

!!Absolute value pawer calculation 
A = abs{p1 .e • p1 .f); 
II MAP calculations 
interval_input =A- tdelay (A, TO); 
MAP = int(intervaljnput ,O)!TO; 
lltvtAPI calculations 
if ( maxMAP > 0) then 

M.A.PI = MAP I maxMAP; 
else 

MAPI=1; 
end; 

Figure 3.3: MAP index calculation using MAP sensors 

(3.3) 

Once the MAP is determined it is divided by total MAP of all the elements for any instant 

of time to find the MAP index of a bond. Figure 3.3 shows a bond graph model having 
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MAP sensors. The ' Sum' block sums the MAP signals from all the elements and sends 

back the total value to all the sensors. Dividing the MAP by the total, the moving average 

of absolute power index (MAPI) for each element is calculated. Sample code inside a 

MAP sensor is shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.2 U signal 

In this study 'U' is defined as a signal which is generated from a sensor that dictates 

when to remove an element from the model to obtain reduced complexity. A 'threshold' 

limit on the model reduction metric is established to obtain a reduced model. Activity 

index or MAP indices are summed from highest to lowest index order. Once its 

cumulative activity or MAP index exceeds the threshold, an element can be eliminated 

from the model. This elimination is indicated by the 'U' value. Code is written inside the 

sensors so that U=O when an element is to be eliminated. Sample code inside an activity 

sensor that generates a 'U' signal is given below which uses the 20sim syntax. 

II Activity 

A = int(abs(pl.e .* pl.f)); 

//Activity index 

if (Atotal>O) then 

AI=N A total; 

else 

AI= l; 

end; 
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I!U value 

if (AI<threshold) then 

u=O; 

else 

u= l; 

end; 

An illustrative example is given here to show how activity index, relative activity and 

MAP can generate a 'U' signaL A simple mass-spring-damper system is analyzed as 

shown in Figure 3.4. The system is excited by an external force which is sinusoidal in 

C Spnng Stiffness 

/ Se --?~ 1 "-.... 71 1 Mass 

Force ~ 
External 

Damper mass t----+ Force 

R Damper 

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram and bond graph of a simple spring-mass-damper system 

nature and is given by F = 5 sin( wt) . The figure also shows the bond graph. The external 

force is varied with a frequency of 100 rad/s for the first 2 seconds, 10 rad/s for the next 2 

seconds and again I 00 rad/s thereafter. Therefore the system experiences a higher 

frequency input, then a lower frequency one, and again a higher frequency stage. All the 

three activity measuring methods described in this chapter are employed to find the ' U ' 

value for all the elements in the system, i.e., spring, mass and damper. The resulting plot 

for all the metrics are shown in Figure 3.5. A threshold limit of 90% is set for all the 

cases. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) 'U' values using relative activity (b) 'U' values using activity index 
(c) 'U' values using MAPI 
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Activity index shows that the spring is insignificant in the higher frequency first stage, 

comes back on in the bw frequency second stage and never goes off again. The MAP! 

shows the spring going off again in the higher frequency third stage, as it should. On the 

other hand, the spring remains unimportant for all the stages using relative activity, which 

seems incorrect. Inertia stays significant for all the three stages in every method. 

Damping goes off and stays off for all the stages using activity index and MAPI but it 

comes back on during second and third stage while the relative activity is used. Since 

MAPI can capture the fact that the spring becomes insignificant in the higher frequency 

third stage, which is not shown in the other methods, MAPI seems more responsive. 

A step change in 'U' from 0 to I or vice versa, causes significant transient effects on the 

system response and can cause numerical instability. To overcome this problem 

'smoothing' is done to linearly change 'U' from I to 0 or 0 to 1 with a finite slope. 

Sample code from the sensors is given below. 

AP = abs(elb*flb); %absolute value of power at timet 

MAP = integrate(AP(t)-AP(t-To))!fo; % moving average over 

MAPI = MAPIMAPtotal; 

ifMAPI > e then 

ifU < 1 then 

tevent = t - tO 1; 

U = (tevent/tspan)* 1; 

% user-defmed time span To 

% MAPtotal from summation block 

% e is user-specified threshold, element active 

% MAPI greater than threshold but 

% U transitioning from 0 to 1 

% to 1 is time at beginning of 

% transition of U from 0 to 1 

% tevent describes how long U 
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else 

U = I ; 

tiO = t; 

end; 

else 

ifU > 0 then 

tevent = t - t I 0; 

U = I - (tevent/tspan)* I; 

else 

U = O; 

end; 

% has been transitioning 

% tspan is time interval over 

% which U transitions 

% U = I if MAPI is greater than threshold and 

% tran ition ofU from 0 to I is completed 

% tO I marks beginning of transition interval 

% of U from I to 0 if MAPI fall below e on 

% next time step 

% routine falls to here ifMAPI le s than threshold 

%transition ofU from I to 0 ongoing 

In the following chapters it will be shown how these metrics are used to generate reduced 

models automatically as system inputs are changed. Case studies will show how MAPI is 

more a::curate than the other metrics to find the minimum number of elements in the 

model required to predict system response. 
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Chapter 4 

Bond Graph Switches 

Switches are employed as to allow or prevent an effort or flow through a bond. Thereby a 

zero effort or flow is output from a non-contributing element or bond to the rest of the 

system. Therefore a proper model [Section 1.2] can be generated that includes only the 

significantly contributing elements or sub-systems for the system dynamics. Switches for 

three types of bonds according to nature of causality are discussed. The switches are, 

• Switches for causally weak bonds 

• Switches for casually strong bonds 

• Switches for internal bonds. 

4.1 Review of causality 

This section describes causality issues in bond graphs. Causality determines if effort (e) 

or flow if) is the output from a bond graph element. It basically gives the cause-effect 

relation between the effort and flow. The casual stroke (short perpendicular line), a single 

mark on the bond, indicates the causality. As shown in Figure 4 .1 causal stroke presents 

on the side of A element which means B element is detennining the effort 
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A r---------------B 

I 

Figure 4.1: Causality assignment of bond graph elements 

e and it results in a flow f response from the A element. There are two types of causality 

for the storage elements (C and /), integral causality and derivative causality. Integral 

causality relation integrates the cause to generate the effect. For example if flow is 

integrated over the specified time period to generate displacement and then effort in the 

case of a capacitive C element is found and the constitutive law has an integral form. On 

the other hand if the time derivative of the effort is taken to generate the flow, the casual 

relation is in differential form which results in derivative causality. Thrivative causality 

gives the constitutive equation; in implicit form, making them numerically difficult to 

solve. Therefore integral causality is preferred over derivative causality. 

The resistive element R doesn ' t have an integral or differential form of constitutive 

relation. Therefore they can have either type of causality, conductive or resistive. Causal 

strokes for the source elements (Se or Sf) are fixed . Table 4.1 gives a list of bond graph 

elements and their casual relationships [ 11]. 
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Table 4.1: Causality assignment for graph elements 

r-o-. - -
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4.2 Switches for causally weak bonds 

Flow to a 0-junction and effort to a !-junction are considered as weakly causal inputs. 

Switching such bonds is done with a modified modulated transformer, MTF [Section 

1.3]. The modulus of the MTF dictates mode of the bond as 'on' or 'off . Once it gets a 1 

value then the mode is 'on' and the flow or effort can pass. If the modulus gets a 0 value 

which is an 'off mode, zero flow or effort comes from the MTF. This is how all the 

switching for causally weak bonds is done. Table 4.2 provides a list of casually weak 

switches. 
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For example the first switch of Table 4 .2 is shown fo r a capacitive element C from which 

effort is a casually weak input to a ! -junction. Switching is done with a MTF as described 

above. The third column of the table gives the equation for the MTF that lets the flow go 

from the 1- junction to the C element .Since there is no ' r ' in the flow equation , the flow 

Table 4 .2: Switches for causally weak bonds 

Causally weak bonds Switched bond Equations 

P2.f=Pd 

11-----;7 c 1 1-----:7 MTF ~ C P 1.e=r P2.e 
1 2 r=O for OFF 

r= l for ON 

P2.e=P 1.e 
0 ------,1 1 0 ;AMTF~I P,.f=r P2. f 

1 2 r=O for OFF 
r= l for ON 

P2.e=P,.e 

11------?R 1 ~ MTF~R P, .f=r P2. f 
r=O for OFF 
r= l for ON 

P2.e=P 1.e 

o~c O~MTF~C P,.f=r P2. f 
r=O for OFF 
r= l for ON 

P2.e=P, .e 

O~R O~MTF~R P 1.f=r P2. f 
r=O for OFF 
r= l for ON 

P2.f=P, .f 

I / I 1~MTF~ I P 1.e=r P2.e 
r=O for OFF 
r= l for ON 
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is unaffected. Later it will be shown how this facilitates 'activity' calculation. On the 

other hand 'r' is present in the effort equation which gives effort at port 1 (P ,.e) as the port 

2 effort (P2.e) multiplied by 'r'. As soon the modulus ' r' becomes 0 the effort to the 1-

junction becomes 0 and the 'off mode is achieved. 

4.3 Switch for causally strong bonds 

4.3.1 Strong I element switch 

I 1 

Parasitic I 

Parasitic R 

Figure 4.2: Switch arrangement for causally strong I element 

An I element is causally strong at a !-junction if it is in preferred integral causality. As 

shown in Figure 4.2 parasitic R and I elements [11] are introduced for switching such a 

bond. The MTF has the following equations. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
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As soon the modulus r becomes 0 it is 'off and for a value of l it is 'on'. The modulus 

value comes from any kind of metric sensor [see Chapter 3]. The following sections 

describe how these parasitic elements work to facilitate switching. 

4.3.1.1 Parasitic R element 

Since flow to a 1-junction is always causally strong, the flow cannot be switched off 

using a MTF only as in the case of causally weak bond. Setting 0 flow to a !-junction 

makes all the other bond flows equal to 0, whereas the goal is to remove the effect of 

only one element. Using a 0-junction with a parasitic R [ 11] element changes the flow 

out to the 1-junction into an effort output which is causally weak. This arrangement also 

allows element importance [see Chapter 3] calculation when the bond is switched 'off '. 

Now it will be shown that usmg a parasitic R does not significantly affect system 

dynamics. As shown in Figure 4.3, first, a 0-junction is added and then the parasitic R is 

attached. This result in effort-out causality to the 1-junction attached to bond 3. 

1 AI ~ 1 3 
AD 

4 
:A I ~ 1 ~ 0 ~I 

15 
R 

Figure 4.3: Adding 0-junction and parasitic R element to a strongly casuall element 
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Adding a 0-juntion to a bond has no effect on it .As soon the 0-junction is added the flow 

equation becomes 

(4.3) 

When the parasitic R is added the flow equation is 

h=h+fs (4.4) 

Again, 

e5 = Rfs 

!s - :!2_ 5 - R 
(4.5) 

Substituting the value offs in (4.4) from (4.5), 

(4.6) 

If R gets a very large value, 

e 
_ 5 ~o 

R 
(4.7) 

Therefore, Eq.4.6 approximates Eq.4.3. Hence, using a large parasitic R with a 0-junction 

gives the same output to !-junction as it would be without the parasitic R. 
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4.3.1.2 Parasitic I element 

The parasitic I element [ 11] in the switch is used as a causality generator which retains 

the flow causality to the !-junction. It will be illustrated that parasitic I element with 

appropriate value doesn't significantly affect the system dynamics. 

In this example C and R elements attached to a !-junction are used. The R element 

generates a flow causality to the !-junction .It will be shown that the system respon e 

remains the same once a parasitic I element is introduced that acts as a causality 

generator that gives flow causality to the !-junction and thus changes the causality of the 

R element into a effort-out causality at the !-junction. 

el e2 

k-1 ~ ...... 1 11 2 7IR 
f2 

fl 

Figure 4.4: Causally strong R element attached to a !-junction 

From the bond graph shown in Figure 4.4 the following flow and effort equations can be 

written. 
J; = q = 12 
e1 + e2 = 0 

=>kq+ Rf2= 0 

=>kq +Rq =0 

. kq 
=> q =- 

R (4.8) 
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Using a Laplace Transfonnation, 

k 
sQ- q(O) = --Q 

R 

Setting an initial condition q(O) = q0 , we get, 

I: m 
Parasitic 

Figure 4.5: Adding parasitic I element 

(4.9) 

A parasitic I element is added in the bond graph of Figure 4.4 and is shown in Figure 4.5. 

The following flow and effort equations are obtained. 

(4.1 0) 

( 4 .11) 

Now, 
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and e3 = p 

, smce j~ = .E 
m 

Putting these into Eq.4.11 the following equation is found, 

jJ = - kq - RE. 
m 

Using a Laplace transformation, 

p 
sP- p(O) = -kQ-R-

Setting initial condition p(O) =0, we get 

Again, 

. f p q = 3 = -
m 

Using a Laplace transformation, 

p 
sQ-q(O)=-

m 

m 

p 
sP = - kQ-R-

m 

~ P =[-~JQ 
s+

m 
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(4.13) 



p 
=> sQ-qo=

m 

Putting the value of P from Eq.4.12 into Eq.4.13 we get, 

If m::::: 0 then, 

==> sQ-~[-~] =qo 
s+

m 

=> Q= % 

s+ % 
s+% 

s+--
sm+R 

(4.14) 

This is the same equation as Eq.4.9 where no parasitic element was used. Thus using a 

very low value for parasitic I , the system response remains approximately the same. 

43.2 Other causally strong bond switches 

The following table summarizes some more strong bond switches, namely for strong C at 

! -junction, strong R at !-junction and ().junction. Equations for these switches can be 

derived in the same way as described in Section 4.2. 1. 
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Table 4.3: Causally strong bond switches 

J_JH_KJN 

I K:.-- 1 1----:7 MTF ~ 0 1---? R 
1 7IR 1 

R 
R_rg_li 

c..._rg_n 

C ~ 0 --71 MTF --71 1 1-------:7 C 
01 /c 1 

R 
R_rg_btv 

c.;...J:.a:._rr 

C ~0 ----?f MTF --7 1 1-----? R 
01 /R 1 

R 
R_rg_bN 

4.4 Internal bond switch 

Internal bonds are the bonds between two consecutive junctions. When such bonds are 

causally weak, a switch can be implemented using a simple modified MTF similar to 

those used in case of weak bonds. Table 4.4 summarizes such a switch and corresponding 

equations. This research excludes the issue of casually strong internal bond. 
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Table 4.4: Switch for intemal bond 

Internal Bond Switched bond Equations 
P2.f=P1.f 

1 I 70 1 ~ MTF~ O P1.e=r P2.e 
r=O for OFF 
r=l for ON 

Switches described in this chapter will be used with element importance metrics that 

determines when to switch 'on' or 'off an element. Detai ls are discussed in the following 

chapters. 
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Chapter 5 

Half and Quarter Car Case Studies 

This chapter studies the application of the switches [Chapter 4] with a combination of 

metrics for element importance [Chapter 3].Case studies with half car and quarter car 

models are done. The half car model studies, Section 5.1 to Section 5.4, reproduces the 

results of Kypuros and Longoria [9] with the half car model but instead of generating 

separate reduced models [Section 2.2] it can continuously switch between reduced 

models and therefore automation for generating variable-complexity model is obtained. 

Section 5.5 uses a quarter car model from Louca and Stein [8] to demonstrate another 

case study with switching. 

5.1 Half car case study 

Section 5.1.1 describes the previous research findings with variable complexity models 

where a maneuver of a half car model was studied. Section 5 .1.2 reproduces the 

responses as in [9] but it uses activity sensors that continuously monitor activity of the 

elements in the model whereas [9) only takes activity during pre-defined intervals. 
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Section 5.1.3 generates the reduced models and it confinns the proof of concept as stated 

in [9] i.e. , reduced models provide computational savings. 

5.1.1 Results of prior research into variable complexity half-car 

modeling 

Kypuros and Longoria [9] described an approach to increase the simulation efficiency of 

a vehicle mission. It uses a variable complexity method to build the reduced models. 

Element activity is measured to derive the reduced model using the power based method 

of Louca et al. [2) that quantifies the contribution of each element to the system 

dynamics. To find the activity, integral of absolute power flow in and out of an element 

over a specified time span is calculated. Normalizing each element activity by the total 

activity, activity index is detennined which is a measure of relative importance of an 

element to the overall activity [Section 3.1]. Activity index is used to rank the 

contribution of elements to system dynamics. A threshold (percentage of total activity) is 

specified to represent the minimum !eve l below which an element' s contribution to 

overall system dynamics is considered negligible. The reduced model is obtained by 

augmenting elements from highest to lowest rank until the cumulative index exceeds the 

specified threshold. This approach is applied to a half car model. Four different 

frequencies of road input are used for four different stages. The reduced model for each 

stage is derived from the bond graph of the original model by removing the least active 

elements. The original model and the reduced model for each stage are simulated. The 
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results show that the reduced model can reasonably predict the system dynamics and it 

can reduce the simulation steps significantly, thus making the simulation more efficient. 

Model reductions, and changing from one reduced model to another, are done with a 

priori knowledge of input changes but not automatically. 

Yc 

t Yroad(x) 

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the half car model 

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic diagram of the half car model taken from [9] and Table 

5.1 gives the parameter values for different elements of the half car model. The four 

stages include four different road input frequencies: 10 radlsec for 3.14 second (1 51 stage), 

20 radlsec for 3.14 seconds (2nd stage), 100 radlsec for 1.26 seconds (3 rd stage) and 10 

radlsec (41
h stage) for another 3.28 seconds. Road input is given as 1.5cos (?t) where? is 

the frequency in radians/second and t is time in seconds. 
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Table 5.1: Parameter values for the elements of the half car model 

Elements Symbol Parameter 
value 

Translational velocity v 72 kph 

Distance between the tires L 2.7 m 

Longitudinal distance between centre of gravity and rear Lr 1.6m 
unsprung mass 

Longitudinal distance between centre of gravity and front Lr l.lm 
unsprung mass 
Sprung mass ills 1700 kg 

Rotational inertia L: 2704 kg- mL 

Front unsprung mass lllfus 100 kg 

Rear unsprung mass l11rus 80 kg 

Front suspension stiffness krs 30 kN/m 

Rear suspension stiffness krs 30 kN/m 

Front tire stiffness kn 200 kN/m 

Rear tire stiffness krt 200 kN/m 

Front suspension damping brs 750 N-s/m 

Rear suspension damping brs 750 N-s/m 

Front tire damping bn 125 N-s/m 

Rear tire damping bn 125 N-s/m 

The full bond graph model is shown in Figure 5.2. 20sim 4.0 [2007] is employed. Here 

the activity sensors are used to measure the activity of each element. The wave generator 

generates the four different frequencies for the previously specified time intervals. There 

is a time delay between the road input frequencies of the front and rear wheel which is 

generated by the delay signal. Activity of each element is measured for the four time 
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spans and ranked from highest to lowest activity index. Table 5.2 shows activity, activity 

index and cumulative activity index of the elements in the model at the end of stage 2. 

Elements are ranked from highest to lowest activity. The last four elements in the table 

I ~IJ'\o1Jyr\)'lj1ltl:t'l 
A•aJt:' :plot ' 
Jll.fll· 
.,..,.l,...,!fl ,.., 

lf(Moh}- ~,,.,, 
lt.l--.IIJ'l.Ubl .... 
M•l 

ud 
liU ~IfttUa..I~Jt 

u {.t..t ... p:nill n-... 
op(t .... -· •o<l 

Figure 5.2: The half car fuJI model with activity sensors 

are found to be unimportant since they contribute less than 5% of the cumulative activity. 

Results are similar but not exactly as in [9] since the current approach uses 20sim 

whereas [9] used MA TLAB with different integrators. Nonetheless, the elements to be 

removed are the same for each stage. 
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Table 5.2: Activity, activity index and cumulative activity index at the end of stage 2 

Element Activity Activity Cumulative 
Index Activity 

kfs 1844 0.238300 0.238300 

krs 1308 0.169178 0.407478 

brs 848 0.116713 0.524191 

bfs 902 0.109702 0.633893 

mJus 719 0.101173 0.735066 

ms 783 0.092915 0.827981 

m rus 719 0.082059 0.910040 

Jc 634 0.043476 0.953516 

kfi 336 0.027836 0.981352 

krt 215 0.017900 0.999252 

bfi 3.25 0.000421 0.999673 

brt 2.5 0.000328 1.000001 

Figure 5.3 demonstrates the plots of displacement of the sprung mass (y_c), the pitch 

angle (theta), the rear unsprung mass displacement (y_rus) and the front unsprung mass 

displacement (y _ fus) for the four stages together from the full model bond graph. The 

plots show the similar system response as in [9]. 

The wave generator cannot be used to run the reduced models sequentially as after 

running each stage for the specified time span, the end results must be stored as initial 

conditions for the next stage. 20sim 4.0 can store the end states of the elements but not 

the end state of the signals of the wave generator. To overcome this difficulty the full 
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Figure 5.3: System response of four individual-stage MORA-reduced models executed 

sequentially 

model is run at first and the generated road input signal data is stored in a data file .The 

full model is run for the four stages together, then for each stage ~parately and finally 

with the reduced model for each stage separately. The plot results are shown in Figure 

5.4. Backward Euler integrator with step size: 0.01 and relative tolerance of le-005 was 

used. The plots are reasonably similar for the three cases. Still discrepancies are there, 

especially with the third stage since in the reduced model the rotational inertial element is 

completely removed .In the full model it remains in the model and contributes a 

displacement, though not significantly. Simulation time and steps are recorded for the 

full model for each stage separately and for the reduced model for each stage. The results 

are given in Table 5.3 which shows that reduced model can save simulation time and 

steps. 
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Figure 5.4: Response of full model running together (all stages) and separately (for each 

stage), and reduced model (for each stage) 
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The result shows that the step and time reduction of the half car model according to 

Kypuros and Longoria (9] is valid since step and time savings are observed. Limitations 

of this approach to variable-complexity modeling, which this thesis attempts to addres , 

are 

• the user requires prior knowledge of when the model complexity must be assessed 

• the user must manually switch from one model to another. 

Table 5.3: Simulation time and steps for full and reduced model for each stage 

Equations, Equations, Full Reduced 

Variables, Variables, Model Model 

Independent Independent 

States for Full States for 

Model Reduced Model 

Stage I 38,25,13 33,22,11 Steps 5356 4729 

Time 0.11 0.109 

Stage 2 25,18,7 Steps 5356 3466 

Time 0.133 0.091 

Stage 3 19,12,7 Steps 2144 1387 

Time 0.096 0.075 

Stage 4 26,15,11 Steps 5356 4726 

Time 0.1 28 0.107 
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5.2 Continuous element importance monitoring methods 

Three continuous element importance monitoring methods are described in this section. 

These metrics can find when model switching should occur. 'U ' values [Section 3.2] are 

detennined to continuously monitor importance of an element in the model. These 

methods are 

• Activity 

• Global MAP 

• Local MAP 

5.2.1 Activity based metric 

The activity sensors calculate the activity of the bond connected to a certain element. It 

uses the 'activity ' equations of Louca eta f. [2] described in Section 3.1.1. The calculated 

activity signals are sent to the 'Sum_ activity ' block that adds up the activities from the 

activity sensors of all the elements and the sum of all the activities is sent back to each 

element to calculate the activity index for each element according to Eq. 2.2.A 

"Threshold" block sends threshold signals to all the activity sensor blocks. The activity 

sensor block contains code as shown in Figure 5.2 which returns a 0 value for 'U' as the 

activity index for a certain element goes below the threshold value. If the activity index 

value remains above the threshold the 'U' value becomes 1. A 95% threshold limit is 

taken. The resultant ' U' values plot is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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According to this plot front and rear suspension damping (brs) never goes off. On the 

other hand, front and rear tire damping (bft and brt) stays off and never comes on. Front 

and rear suspension stiffness (kfs and krs) never goes off. Front and rear tire stiffness (kft 

and krt) goes off at the middle of the first stage, comes back on at third stage and stays on 

for rest of the time. Front unsprung inertia (m _ fus) never goes off. Sprung mass (ms) 
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Figure 5.5: 'U' values of the half car model using activity metric 

goes off for a very short duration at the first stage and then comes back on for rest of the 

time. Rear unsprung inertia (m_rus) goes off for at middle of the first stage and stays on 
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for rest of the stages. Rotational inertia (Ic) stays on starting from the middle of the first 

stage and the very beginning of the second stage. It remains off for the rest of the time. 

The activity metric based plot is compared with a plot of U values according to [9) which 

is shown in Figure 5.6. This figure illustrates a significant difference between the 'U ' 

values that can be generated according to [9] and \\hat is found from activity calculating 

sensors. No other value except for the front unsprung inertia matches. Considering the 
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Figure5.6: Comparing 'U ' s from Kypuros and Longoria [9] and continuous activity 

based metric 

case of sprung mass, Kypuros and Longoria [9] found that the spmng mass goes off at 

high frequency stage and stays on at low frequency stages whereas activity sensor 'U ' 
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suggests that it should never go off. The probable reason for such discrepancy is that this 

activity sensor integrates the activity for entire time span and though a highly active 

element becomes inactive for a certain period, its present activity calculation includes all 

prior activity values. This shows the element activity still 'high' though it is low over a 

shorter time span. A more responsive metric is required, that tracks the instantaneous 

contribution of individual elements as opposed to the cumulative contribution of 

elements. 

5.2.2 Global MAP based metric 

To resolve the problem described in the preceding section, the movmg average of 

absolute power (MAP) [Section 3.3] is introduced as an activity calculating metric for the 

half car model . Unlike the activity metric , it uses a shorter time interval to calculate the 

'activity' of a element by using moving average of absolute power flow . It uses the same 

steps described in the previous section to fmd the 'U' value. Now the activity measuring 

sensors as shown in Figure 5.2 has a code to calculate moving average of absolute power 

for a certain time span. They are termed as "MAP" sensors instead of ' activity sensor'. 

Following the same method for calculating the activity index in the previous section, it 

calculates 'MAP index' for each element, i.e. , sums the entire MAPs and divides the 

individual MAP by the total MAP. This total MAP is tenned as 'global MAP' as it 

includes the MAP 's of all the elements model-wide. Sample code inside a MAP sensor is 

given below 
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II Absolute power 

A= abs(p1 .e .* p1.f); 

interval_input = A - tdelay (A, TO); 

II Calculating moving average of absolute power 

MAP = int(interval_input,O)/TO; 

II MAP index calculation 

if ( maxMAP > 0) then 

AI = MAP I maxMAP; 

else 

Al=1; 

end; 

II U determination 

if (AI<port1) then 

u=O; 

else 

u=1; 

end; 

The time span to calculate MAP is taken as 0.8. A 95% threshold is used. Figure 5.7 

gives the resultant plot of 'U' values for the model and compares them with [9]. It shows 

better agreement than Figure 5.6 above. For example sprung mass goes off for both the 

cases during the higher frequency third stage as it should. Activity based metric could not 

show this. On the other hand, the front and rear tire damping comes back on at the third 

stage according to [9] but these never stay on in the MAP based metric. These elements 

are very near to the Kypuros and Longoria [9] activity threshold, so slight differences in 
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output due to different numerical integrators could explain why they stayed off during the 

MAP-based analysis. 'U' values generated by MAP sensors take transients into account 

when input frequency changes. Kypuros and Longoria [9] didn't take into account the 

fact that if frequency changes at time 3.14 second, then the next sub-model may not be 

required immediately - it may be until 3.20 seconds before transients settle, and the 2nd 

stage ofthe Kypuros and Longoria [9] sub-model would remain valid. Moreover the 'U's 

according to [9] are plotted only taking the end point activity value of each stage. 

Activity index is not monitored at any other point of a stage whereas the MAP based 

metric monitors and gives the 'U' for every instance of all the stages. Thus it gives a 

better insight of what is important or not for the system dynamics. 
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Figure 5.7: Co111Jaring 'U's from Kypuros and Longoria [9] and MAP based metric 
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5.2.3 Local MAP based metric 

Another method of searching importance of an element is finding relative importance of a 

bond with respect to other bonds attached to a !-junction or 0 -junction. Monitoring 

importance of an element 'globally' was described in the previous section whereas this 

section studies how well it can be monitored 'locally' . It is termed as 'local MAP' since 

this compares the importance of an element locally at the junction. 

MAP sensors are put on each adjacent bond attached to a junction as in Figure 5.8, and 

the 'local MAP' is defined as the ratio of the bond MAP to the maximum bond MAP at 

that junction. Therefore, each bond at a junction will have a different local MAP, with 

the highest-MAP bond having a local MAP value of one. There are two types of sensors 

used. The 'solid' sensor in Figure 5.8 is used for bonds that lead to energy storage and 

dissipative elements (external junction structure bonds) and 'dotted' sensors are used for 

'internal bonds' i.e. bond between two junctions. The solid sensor has code that 

calculates both MAP and relative MAP whereas dotted sensor contains code that only 

calculates MAP of the internal bond. The sensors of the adjacent bonds attached to a l

or 0- junction send MAP to the 'Max_MAP ' block as shown in Figure 5.8 which finds 

the maximum MAP among the adjacent bonds. Then the 'Max_MAP' block sends back 

the maximum 'local MAP' to each bond's MAP sensor which calculates the 'relative 

MAP' of the bond by dividing its MAP by 'maximum MAP'. U values are generated as 

described in the previous section, i.e. , if relative MAP goes below the threshold limit then 
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II Absolute power 
A= abs(p1 .e .* p1 .1); 
lnterval_input =A- tdelay (A, TO); 
II moving average of absolute 
power 
MAP= int (interval_input,O)ITO 
II MAP rndex calcu lation 
if ( maxMAP > 0) then 
AI = MAP I maxMAP; 

else 
Al=1; 

end 
II U determination 
if (AI<port1) then 

u=O; 
else 

U=1; 

end; 

' ' ' 

ms 

I 

t 
II Absolute power calculation 
A= abs (p1.e."P1 .1); 
lnterval_input =A- tdelay (A, 
TO); 
11 MAP calculation 
MAP=mt (interval_input,O)ITO; 

~R 
/"A._ol$ O!S 

1"---> 
v_fs ~c 

Figure 5.8: Local MAP metric for half car model 

it goes to 0, and if it stays above the threshold then the U value remains at 1. But instead 

of U making a step change from 1 or 0 value as described in the previous section, code is 

used to change the U value from I to 0 (or vice-versa) linearly over a finite time span. 

This lessens be severity of the discontinuity when the transfonner moduli change. 

Discontinuities can cause numerical instability when using implicit integrators such as 

Backward Differentiation Formula (BDF). The details were discussed in Section 3.2. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparing 'U's from Kypuros and Longoria [9] and loca l MAP based metric 

A 95% threshold limit is taken. The resultant plot is drawn for each element's U value 

and compared with the plot of U values according to [9] which is shown in Figure 5.9. 

The solid curves are from local MAP sensors and the dotted curves are according to 

Kypuros and Longoria [9]. The plots show considerable mismatch. No spring element or 
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sprung inertia goes off whereas they all go off in different stages according to [9] as they 

should. This depicts the fact that an element might contribute considerably at a junction 

locally but could be insignificant when compared to all the other system elements. Thus 

for switching to be applied, a global MAP metric is preferred. Such switching with global 

MAP metric will be discussed in the next section. 

5.3 Global MAP based strong and weak causality bond switch 

This section describes global MAP based switches applied for the half-car model for all 

its strong and weak bond elements. As shown in the Figure 5.2, there are 8 weakly casual 

bonds for all the spring and resistive elements. Therefore the switch for weakly causal 

bond as described in Section 4.2 is used for these elements. The four inertial elements are 

connected by causally strong bonds attached to 1- junctions. Therefore switches 

described in Section 4.3 for causally strong bonds are used. The parasitic inertial element 

lpar with a value of O.Olkg is employed as a causality generator for casually strong inertial 

element switches, e.g. switch for sprung mass at lv_ms -junction, rotational inertia at lw

junction, rear unsprung mass at lv_ru5-junction and front unsprung mass at lv_rudunction 

as shown in Figure 5.2. The switched bond graph is shown in Figure 5.10. A resistive 

parasitic element para_R having a value of le6 N-s/m is used with a 0-junction attached 

to each inertial element. This arrangement results in effort causality to the 1-junction 

which is causally weak, allowing it to be switched off The MAP sensor sends aU signal 
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to the modulus of the MTF to switch it 'on ' or 'off as U transitions between 1 and 0, 

hence making the effort out to the rest of the system equal to zero when it is off . 

0 7 R IF!_R 3 

W!1veGeneu<lor 

Figure 5.10: Global MAP based switches for half car model 
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~------------

Figure 5.11 shows plots of switched and full model system responses. Front and rear 

unsprung mass movement demonstrate a good similarity between the switched and full 

... ... 

0 

. . 

(a) 

(b) 

- r. ........ - .• ~ 
l ·ou--•-~ - -~ 

.. 

--.. - --~,;----- 10 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 5.11 . (a) Sprung mass displacement (b) rear unsprung mass displacement (c) theta 
(angular d1splacement) (d) front unsprung mass displacement 
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model responses whereas sprung mass movement and angular displacement shows 

significant dissimilarity especially at the third stage for both cases. Moreover, in Figure 

5.12, 'noise' is observed in the U values for sprung mass and rotational inertia. The 

reason can be explained from Figure 5.13 which shows MAPs of the adjacent bonds 

attached to Q:-_r5-junction and Q;_r5-junction in Figure 5.8. It shows that bond 6 has the 

lowest MAP among the other bonds attached to OF_ rs-junction during all the four stages 

and especially it becomes very low during the yct stage. Again, at OF_r5-junction bonds I 

and 3 have the lowest MAP and these activities get very low during the 3rd stage. 
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Figure 5.12: U values from global MAP switch for the half car model 
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Figure 5.13: (a) MAPs of adjacent bonds at OF_r5-junction (b) MAPs ofadjacent 

bonds at OF _rs 

According to Louca and Stein [8] effort to a (}. juntion is assumed to be not low when 

considering the physical interpretation of a low activity bond. Therefore, low flow is 

assumed to be the cause of low activity at bonds I and 5 is low. Bond 1 is attached to 

l v_ms -junction and bond 5 is attached to lw-junction . Hence, flow of lv_rns -junction and 

lw-junction is globally low, especially at stage 3. This is a case where the assumptions in 

Louca and Stein [8] not valid, which states that low flow is not the cause of low 1-

junction activity. Using a strong bond switch as shown in Figure 5.10 results in a zero 
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effort to the rest of the system once sprung mass and inertia go inactive .That would be 

correct if the flow was non-negligible and mass was considered 'zero'. As a result the 

transients in Figure 5. 11 with sprung mass and inertia appeared. Instead, since these are 

low flow !-junctions, the 'zero' flow should go to the rest of the system and the masses 

should be considered "infinity" and attached to the ground. The next section describes 

how this is done . 

5.4 Half car model with weak, strong and internal bond switch 

Switching sprung mass and rotational inertia by setting effort output to zero causes 

significant change in system response as found in the previous section. To resolve the 

problem, in this section we attempt to switch off sprung and rotational inertia by setting their 

flows equal to zero when the flow is locally bw at the zero junctions to which the ms and l c 

elements are attached. As shown in Figure 5.14, junction lv_ms and junction lw flows are 

switched at (} _rs and (} _ fs· The inertial flows have strong causality at the I-junction but 

become weakly causal soon after they pass the !-junction and go to next (}junctions. As 

shown in the Figure 5.14, the sprung mass flow passes the lv_ms -junction and then this flow 

goes to the OF _ fs and Q= _rs - junction. The rotational inertia flow leaves the lw-junction and 

then goes to the OF _fs and OF_rs -junction Switching off the two internal bonds [Section 4.4] 

between the 1- and 0- junctions switches off the inertial elements from the rest of the system 

by setting their output flow to zero. A local MAP calculation is done to find the relative 
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importance of the bonds. The OF _rs -junction has four bonds including the bonds connected to 

the l v_ms-junction (sprung mass element) and lw-junction (rotational inertia element). Four 

Figure 5.14: Half car model with internal bond switch 

MAP sensors, Frs_l, F rs_2, Frs_3 and Frs_ 4 are used to calculate the MAP of the corresponding 

four bonds. The 'MAX_MAP' block finds the maximum MAP among the four bonds and 

sends the value back to sensors Frs_l and Frs_3 to calculate the relative MAP of those bonds. 

The sensors send a 'V' signal to the 'Block 1' and ' Block 2'. 'V' gets a value of 0 or 1 once 

the relative MAP of Frs_l and Frs_3 goes lower or stays above the threshold limit. Relative 

activity of bonds between junctions lv _ms and lw and the other two junctions, ~ _fs and ~ _rs, 
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are detennined and 'U' signals generated by the F _fs_p3 and F _rs_p4 sensors go to 'Block-1 ' and 

'Block-2' respectively. The 'Block-1' and 'Block-2' have a code that tells switching to occur 

if both the 'U' and 'V' values are 0 values, i.e., switching 'off the flow from the junction 

I v _ms or 1w to the rest of the system once both the bond's MAP gets low . A 'u' signal from 

' Block-1' goes to MTF and MTF I to direct the flow from lv _ ms junction to the rest of the 

system to be 'on' or 'off. Similarly, 'Block-2' switches the lw junction flow by sending 

signals to MTF2 and MTF3 . Sample code inside 'Biockl ' and 'Block 2 ' is given below: 

ifU= O then 

ifV= O then 

tevent = time - tO l; 

if tevent < tspan then 

u = l - (tevent/tspan)* l; 

else 

else 

ifu < l then 

tevent = time- tOO; 

if tevent < tspan then 

end; 

The threshold limit for both the internal bond and for the rest of the elements is taken as 

95%. Time span for sloping Us is 0.1 and the time window for MAP calculation is 0 .8.The 
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- ---·--- ------ ----------------------

Vode-Adams integrator with an absolute tolerance of l e-007 is used. The parameter values of 

!_par and R_parremain the same as in the previous section, 0.01 and le6 respectively. 

Figure 5.15 (a) shows U values from bonds that connect the lw -jilllction (1-junction 

connected to rotational inertia) to the rest of the system. It can be foillld that at stage 3 for a 

brief period both ms and lc are switched off. Figure 5.15 (b) shows U values from the bonds 
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Figure 5.15: (a) U values from the bonds attached to the lw(l junction at rotational 
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ine1tia) (b) U values from the bonds attached to the lv_ms (1 junction at sprung mass) 

that connect the 1 v _ms junction (!-junction that is connected to spring mass) to the rest of 

the system. This figure also exhibits some switching at stage 3 when both the bond U 

values go to 0. Figure 5.16 plots the flow from MTF 2 of Figure 5.14 which illustrates that 

switching at stage 3 forces to flow to briefly become 0. Figure 5.17 shows U values for all 

the switched elements except the sprung mass inertias since those two elements are 

switched with a different measure. Most of the elements show similarity with a full model. 

Rear and front tire damping never come on as they were at the 3rd stage in [9] and the rear 

tire spring comes back on during all the stages. Though in [9], rear and front tire damping 

came back on at the 3rd stage but still with a very low contribution. Moreover [9] only 

shows the ranking of the element at the end of each stage and doesn ' t tell anything about 

the interval time between the start and end of the stage. That explains this ldnd of 
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Figure 5.16: Flow from MTF2 ofFigure 5.1 
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Figure 5.17: U values from different elements from the internal bond switched half car 

Model 

discrepancy between the switched model and full model 'U ' values. Figure 5.18 

compares curves from the switched and full modeL Front and rear unsprung mass 

displacement show about a perfect match. Both sprung mass and rotational inertia 

displacement shows discrepancy at the end of 3rd stage and rest of the 41
h stage. As both 

were switched off for a while at the 3rd stage, a transition occurs when they come back on 

at the 411 stage and a discrepancy occurs due to the transients. Computation time and 

steps are recorded from a switched model and a model which has the elements of a 

switched model but sends a constant U= 1 signal to the MTF elements. 
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Figure 5.18: Comparing system response of switched and full model :(a) sprung mass 
movement (b) front unsprung mass movement (c) rear unsprung mass 
movement (d) angular displacement (theta) 
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Table 5.4: Simulation time and steps for a switched and full half car model 

Model Time (Seconds ) Steps 
Switched 48.219 708545 

Full 15.052 220743 

The latter model works like a full non switched model .Table 5.4 summarizes the 

simulation time and steps. Again, no time or step saving is observed. This is due to the 

fact that switching usually creates transients that cause numerical difficulties which 

makes the simulation slower. Though computational savings is not achieved, still such 

switching gives a reasonably good prediction of the system response if MORA is applied 

and shows that importance of an element in the model can be monitored continuously and 

the effect of removing it from the model can be seen immediately. 

The next section describes a quarter car case study model where element importance 

metrics and switching methods are applied to see how the methods work. 

5.5 Quarter car model case study 

5.5.1 Simple quarter car model 

This section describes a model of a quarter car. Such a model is used in automotive 

engineering to simplify analysis while still returning reasonably accurate results in the 

early stages of design. The model has six components as shown in the free body diagram 

of Figure 5.19. The sprung mass ms is the mass of the body of the car which is supported 
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by a suspension spring ks and damper bs in parallel. This suspension spring and damper 

connects the sprung mass with the unsprung mass m u which is the mass of the wheel and 

axle. This w1sprung mass is supported by the tire which is modeled by tire stiffness k, and 

damping b,. The input of the system is described by the road profile u(t) which is a 

function of time and gives the velocity of the contact point of road and tire Louca and 

Stein [8]. The gravitational force effect is neglected in the model. 

Figure 5.20 shows a bond graph model of the quarter car. In the bond graph model the 

sprung mass ms and unsprw1g mass mu are represented by the two inertial I elements, two 

compliant C elements are for the suspension stiffness ks and tire stiffness k,, and the 

resistive element R characterizes the suspension and tire damping i.e. bs and b,. As the same 

Figure 5.19: Free body diagram of a quarter car 
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Figure 5.20: Bond graph model of the quarter car 

velocity is shared by the su;pension spring and damper they are connected by the ~us-

junction. Similarly for the tire, the spring and damping elements are connected by the lr r -

junction to have the same velocity. The combined effort (force) from the tire spring and 

damper is represented by the Ow junctioQ 

The velocity input to the tire spring and damper is the difference between the road input 

and the velocity of the unsprung mass, represented by the lu-junction. Again this velocity 

flows to the 0 u -junction where it is subtracted from the flow results from lm 5-junction of 

the sprung mass to generate a velocity described by l5us-junction. Table 5.5 shows the 

parameter values of the element used in the bond graph model taken from [8]. 
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Table 5.5: Parameter values of different elerrents used in bond graph model of the 

Quarter car 

Parameter Values 

Sprung mass m s 267 kg 

Suspension stiffuess ks 18742 N/m 

Suspension damping bs 700 N s/m 

Unsprung mass mu 36.6 kg 

Tire stiffness kr 193915 N/m 

Tire stiffness damping br 200 N s/m 

The tire and suspension elements are assumed to be linear since the road input has a small 

value which keeps the suspension and tire element responses within their linear range. All 

the models are tested for input frequencies ? of 100 rad/sec, 10 rad/sec and 1 00 rad/sec 

for the first, second and third stages respectively. Simulation is done for a total of 40 

seconds, in which the 151 stage is 2 seconds long, the 2nd stage is 2 seconds long and the 

3rd stage is the rest of the time. The amplitude is taken as I .5 m, giving a road input u(t) = 

1.5cos(?t) m/s\. 

5.5.2 Continuous monitoring of importance of the quarter car model 

elements 

Activity Index, Relative Activity and MAP Index, the three continuous element 

importance monitoring metrics described in Chapter 3 are used with the quarter car 

model. The following sections will find which metric is most responsive. 
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5.5.2.1 Activity Index 

Activity indexes are calculated according to the method described in Section 3.1 , where 

the activity is calculated by integrating absolute power that flows into an element over a 

time span and the activity index (AI) of an element is calculated by dividing activity of 

the particular element by the sum of all element activities. In Figure 5.21 , 
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Figure 5.21: Calculating activity indices for the quarter car 

activity sensors are used on each bond containing energy storage and dissipative 

elements. The 'sum' block sums all the activity signals. It then sends the total back to the 
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individual activity sensors to calculate the activity index A 'threshold' block sends a 

threshold signal to the activity sensors. For this case a 95% threshold limit is taken. The 

U [Section 3.2] generated by the sensors goes to 0 if an activity index goes below the 

threshold limit and goes to I if activity goes above the threshold limit. 
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Figure 5.22: U values of the elements of the quarter car model 

35 

To monitor which elements are important and which are not, Figure 5.22 shows a plot of 

the U values for all the elements for 40 seconds. The plot shows that tire damping, 

suspension damping and unsprung mass never go off. Suspension stiffness goes off for 

the first 2 seconds at high frequency and comes back on during the low- frequency stage. 
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After that it never goes off again. Tire stiffness stays through the first stage and goes off 

at the second stage and continues to stay off at the beginning of the third stage. Then it 

comes back and stays on at the high frequency third stage and never goes off again. 

Sprung mass goes off at the first stage and continues to stay off at the beginning of the 

second stage and then comes back on. It then goes off at 27 seconds in the high frequency 

third stage and never comes back again. The system acts as a low-pass filter, filtering out 

high- frequency road inputs to the sprung mass, causing its velocity to be negligible . 

Therefore activity becomes lower. The rext section discusses another continuous activity 

monitoring method and fmds whether a better prediction can be achieved. 

5.5.2.2 Relative activity 

The relative activity metric [Section 3.1.2] compares activity of the adjacent bonds 

connected to a junction, as opposed to globally ranking and comparing only activities of 

1, C, and R elements. Activity of each bond at a 1- or 0-junction is calculated and divided 

by the activity of the most active bond at the junction to find the relative activity. The 

plot for the U values is shown in Figure 5.23. The tire damping stays off for all the 

stages. Sprung mass and suspension stiffness stay off during the first stage i.e. at the 

higher frequency stage and come back on early in the lower frequency second stage. 

These elements stay on for the rest of the simulation. Suspension damping, tire stiffness 

and unsprung mass never go off. It appears that relative activity is less responsive then 

activity index to predict element's activeness. Sprung mass doesn' t go off during the high 

frequency Jd stage but as discussed in the previous section sprung mass should go off. 
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Therefore activity index metric is preferred over relative activity metric. Moreover the 

relative activity never can eliminate both the R and C element for the tire or suspension. 

Because they are bonded to three-port 1-junctions, only one of the two elements will have 

low relative activity. The relative activity of the other element will be very close to the 

maximum junction activity. A three-port 1- or 0-junction can have one relatively low 

activity, but then the other two will be near 100%. The junction becomes similar to a 

flow-through junction if one bond is inactive. 
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Figure 5.23: Plot of the U values using relative activity 
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5.5.2.3 MAP Index 

MAP based metric described in Section 3.1.3 is used in this quarter car model. The 

generated U value uses the 'smoothing scheme' described in Section 3.2 The model is 

similar as shown in Figure 5.21 except, instead of activity sensors, MAP sensors are used. 

The road input remains the same. The simulated plot of the U values is shown in Figure 

5.24. The time span is taken as 0.8 to calculate the moving average. It shows that tire 

damping, tire stiffness and unsprung mass go off during the low frequency stage and stay 

on at high frequency stages. The sprung mass and suspension stiffness stays off at high 
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Figure 5.24: U values of the quarter car model using MAP sensors 

frequency stages and come back during the low frequency stage. MAP shows a better 

response than activity index or relative activity as it captures more elements ' inactivity 
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than the other two methods .It responds quicker to system input changes. For example, 

the sprung mass goes off sooner in the 3rd stage than in case of activity index. Use of this 

MAP activity sensor with a switching arrangement will be discussed in Section 5.6.3 . 

5.5.3 Switching for quarter car model 

An element can be switched off by setting a zero flow to a (}.junction or zero effort to a 

!-junction which is causally weak. MTFs are used for such switching. A U signal from 

the activity sensor dictates the modulus to be 0 for the 'off' mode and 1 for the 'on ' 

mode. For details see Chapter 4. The following section discusses how the switching is 

done for the strong and weak bonds of the quarter car model. 

5.5.3.1 Quarter car model with switch for casually weak bonds 

Section 5.5.2 finds U values to show which elements can be eliminated, and when This 

section attempts to switch the model as the simulation progresses, to check for simulation 

accuracy and numerical i;sues such as stability, time and number of steps required. The 

switches are implemented for each causally weak bond to I, C, and R elements in the 

quarter car model. Effort to a !-junction and flows to a 0-junction are casually weak. 

Thus those casually \\eak bonds can be switched 'off' by using the switches described 

Section 4.2. Note that the sprung mass and unsprung mass 1 elements are causally strong, 

and not switched. The U signal from each activity sensor is sent to the modulus of the 

appropriate (MTF) as shown in Figure 5.25. A 95% threshold is used. 
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Figure 5.25: Switched bond graph of quarter car model with casually weak bonds 

The road input is the same as described in Section 5.5.1 , i.e., a three-stage maneuver. The 

model is simulated for 40 seconds. The Vode-Adams integrator is used with an absolute 

and relative tolerance of le-006
. The resulting plot for sprung mass momentum is shown in 

Figure 5.27(a). The simulation time and steps are given in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6: Simulation time and step for full and switched model 

Model Type 
Full model 

Switched model 

Time (sec) 
0.603 
0.585 

----,t;o€;}----;;>11 mu 

k'il"•·.~v mu 

Step 
87373 
84097 

on _ty~:: MT~ C . 
Ze.'o_lrre Q 1--1 --77 1 'r--' 

1 ~ Aafwly_BI 

1 MTF~R a 

l 
MSf 

"'-'""'~ 

Figure 5.26: Full model of quarter car with constant signal to MTF 

To compare this system response another model i:; simulated as shown in Figure 5.26. In 

this bond graph model instead of sending a U value from the activity sensor a constant 
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Figure 5.27: (a) Sprung mass momentum of full model (b) Sprung mass momentum 

for switched model 

signal of I is sent to the modulus of the MTFs. Thus the model works as a full model, i.e. , 

no switching is done. The model is simulated for 40 seconds with the Vode-Adams 

method using the same tolerance as before. The plot for sprung mass momentum is 

shown in Figure 5.27 (b). Simulation time and steps are given in Table 5.6. 

The plots from switched and full model illustrates that the system response remains the 

same for a switched and full model. The simulation time and steps how that there is a 

computational time saving for the switched model compared to a full model having all 
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the sensors and MTFs as in the switched model but without a switching signal. Figure 

5.28 shows the U values from the switched model compared with U values predicted in 

Figure 5.22, where the model is not actually switched. Suspension damping goes off 

during 151 and 41
h stage in a switched model whereas it never goes off in the full model. 

Again, the tire stiffness never goes off in the switched model but in a full model it stays 

off during the 2nd stage. 
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Figure 5.28: Plot ofU values from a switched model compared with full model 
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In a model where actual switching occurs, the transient caused by an effort (or flow) 

changing from a 0 value to I or vice-versa will cause some finite change in the system 

response. The instants at which U values switch between 0 and I in a switched model 

will therefore differ from the instants predicted when the model runs in fully continuous 

mode. 

Switching bonds for the causally weak bonds show some computational savings though 

not compared to a full quarter car model that doesn't have any activity sensors or MTFs. 

Since computation of activity takes significant steps to calculate, excluding these sensors 

would not show the actual step reduction due to the switching effect. 

5.5.3.2 Switching causally strong bond for unsprung mass and weakly causal 

sprung mass 

Louca and Stein [8] assumes that a flow to a 1-junction or an effort to a 0-junction is not 

low when bonds at that junction have low activity index. Switching off a causally strong 

bond requires changing the causality of the switched bond into a weak causality and 

using a causality generator to create the same causality the junction had before the 

switching. Details of such a switch were discussed in Section 4.2. A very low value 

inertial element is used as a causality generator to switch an inertial element connected to 

a !-junction. A 0- junction attached with the inertial element and with a high resistive 

element is used to keep the causality the same for the inertial element. MAP based metric 
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i used with smoothing in U values since this metric is more responsive than the activity 

index metric . Moreover 'smoothing ' of U values facilitates the switching of causally 

strong bonds since better numerical stability can be obtained by ' smoothing' ofU. 

In Figure 5.20 the unsprung mass is attached with a causally strong bond to the l_u

junction It must therefore be switched with a switch for a causally strong bond [Section 

4.2]. If the power flow direction for bonds 2, 6 8 and 12 in Figure 5.20 were reversed, 

then the l_ms-junction attached to the sprung mass could be removed. Such a half-arrow 

direction change simply represents a change in sign conventnn, and changes nothing 

more than some algebraic signs in the system equations. For this reversal of power flow 

the sprung mass attachment bond would become causally weak at the 0 _sus-junction. Thus 

a switch for causally weak bond would be used. The model bond graph is shown in 

Figure 5.29 and a plot for sprung mass momentum is given in Figure 5.30. The plot 

shows significant similarity with the full model plot for the same input. The Runge

Kutta-Fehlberg integrator with an absolute tolerance of le-006 was used. A time window 

of I sec was used for averaging absolute power to calculate MAP. The threshold limit 

was taken as 97%. Though no time saving was recorded, this result is still significant as it 

allows the analyst to see how the system would respond if model complexity was 

changed throughout the simulation. 
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5.5.3.3 Switching causally strong bond for sprung and unsprung mass 

In the original model of the quarter car, as shown in Figure 5.20, the sprung mass is 

attached to the I m -junction by a strong causal bond. Therefore it needs to use a strong 

causal bond switch as described in Section 4.2.Again bond 12 in Figure 5.20 is cau ally 

weak at 0_ u5-junction and this can be switched with an internal bond switch [Section 

4.3].Figure 5.31 shows the bond graph model of the quarter car with the two switcres 

(external and internal) for the sprung mass. If the effort is negligible then the modulus of 

MTFExternal gets a zero value and a zero effort results. Again, MTF internal goes to zero to 

· C:~-1 

~ F, QI-1----,7 1~ 14 111 16 R:b, 

.z,1 

1 
s,: i , 

Figure 5.3 1: Quarter car model with switched sprung mass for eigenvalue analysis 
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generate a zero flow once the flow of the sprung mass becomes negligible. The suitability 

of these switched model modes is tested by an eigenvalue analysis. Equations from the 

bond graph model of Figure 5.31 are given below in a matrix form. 

~ - ~i ! 0 0 0 0 Pl 
M~ I par 

Pl 

P7 
~li -~i_Bbs bs -k 0 P7 0 
Ms Jpar I par Mw 

J 

0 
Bbs _ bs _}3_ 

ks -k + 
b, 

Pl2 = Pl2 
Jpar Mw Mw 

t 
Mw 

B 1 
0 0 qlO 0 q lO 0 

Jpar Mw 
1 

0 0 q1.5 0 0 q1 .5 - 1 
Mw 

where 

p 1 =Sprung mass momentum 

p7=Parasitic mass momentum 

P12=Unsprung mass momentum 

q 1o=Suspension spring displacement 

q 15=Tire spring displacement 

A= Modulus of sprung mass MTF 

B= Modulus of internal bond MTF 

This equation is coded in MA TLAB [2006] and the following eigenvalues are obtained 

for all the combination; of "on" and "off' modes for both the internal and external 

switches. 
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Table 5.7: Eigenvalues for switched sprung mass 

Sprung Mass- "On" Sprung Mass- "Off' Sprung Mass- "Off' Sprung Mass- "On" 

Internal Bond-"On" Internal Bond-"On" Internal Bond- "Off' Internal Bond- "Off' 

-le" -3475 -3475 0 

-1+7.95i -6999 0 -I e~ 

- 1-7.95i -26.8 -12+75.2i 0 

-12.5+74.9i -2.73+72.7i - 12-75.2i -12+75.2i 

-12.5-74.9i -2.73-72.7i 0 - 12-75 .2i 

In the first scenario when the switches are "on", there are low- and high frequency 

damped oscillations corresponding to ride and wheel hop frequency, along with a stiff 

overdamped parasitic eigenvalue. The sprung mass is set to zero in Scenario 2, leaving 

the unsprung mass to oscillate atop only the tire spring and damper. The removal of the 

effect of suspension damping on Mus can be seen in the smaller real part of the 

eigenvalues. In Scenario 3 the sprung mass again is set to zero an:l the velocity node is 

fixed to ground. Parasitic and rigid body modes are created by the separation of l par, Rh; 

and Ms. The unsprung mass oscillates between tire and suspension springs and dampers 

and therefore eigenvalues get very close to those of the original wheel hop mode. In 

Scenario 4, the sprung mass is a ground node and therefore is quite similar to the 

previous scenario. In conclusion, the combined effect of both the switches preserves 

eigenvalues of the remaining model elements regardless of whether the causally strong 

mass becomes inactive due to low inertial force or low velocity. 
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Though the eigenvalue analysis shows that using two sprung mass switches is feasible , 

numerical problerrn are created when using both of them. Using only the 'external' 

switch gives a similar numerical problem. Using only the ' internal' bond gives a 

reasonable output. MAP sensors are attached to bond 6, 8 and 9 of Figure 5.31 ; those are 

adjacent bonds of 0 _5-junction. MAP index is calculated locally at this junction following 

the same procedure stated in Section 3.13. A threshold limit of 95% is set for the internal 

Ks 

t= ~ 
1 1---7 MTFI>' .I-----7 0 ---;;;-t l Mu 

Threshold for internal bond / T ~ 0, 
R RMTF. I---? C 
R_parasilic 0 1 ~ Kl 

1 MTF'-> 1 \ . >_..et----:7 R 1 ~ - ill 

MSf 

l 
~ 

WaveGenemlor 

Figure 5.32: Quarter car model with strongly causal sprung mass switch 
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bond MAPs. Figure 5.32 shows the bond graph of the quarter car model using an internal 

bond switch for the strongly causal sprung mass. The other elements use the switches 

described in the previous section. A 95% threshold is taken for all the other dement 

MAPs from external bonds. The Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integrator was used with an 

absolute and relative tolerance of le-6 . Figure 5.33 shows the system response from the 

switched model compared with the full model. A good agreement between the model 

responses is found. 
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Figure 5.33 : Comparison of switched and full model output 

Figure 5.34 gives the plot of U values from the switched model. The presence of noise 

can still be observed from the plots but they are close to U values found from a full 

model. 
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Figure 5.34: U values generated from a switched model 

40 

A copy of the model in Figure 5.32 was built, having all the arrangements of a switched 

model except a constant U= l signal goes to the MTFs instead of a varying U. Therefore it 

works like a full model even though it has the components of a switched one. Simulation 

time and steps for both the switched and no~switched model are summarized in Table 

5.8 . Computational savings are not recorded. Despite the fact that computational savings 

are not achieved, the case study shows how a mass that is causally strong can be inactive 

for both low flow or effort and can be switched off in either case. 
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Table 5.8: Simulation time and steps of switched and norrswitched model 

Model Type Time (sec) Step 

Non-switched model 9.84 361956 

Switched model 14.49 527549 

This case study demonstrates he ability to see which elements are unnecessary at 

different times, allowing one to look for distinct stages in the simulation where different 

model complexities could be employed. The user could then generate proper models for 

each stage separately, and run them in sequence. As long as system design changes (in 

other words, changes to the model) were minor, one could be reasonably assured that the 

reduced models for each stage would remain valid. The reduced model sequence could 

then be run without activity calculation, and would possibly show significant 

computational savings. Kypuros and Longoria [9] showed this for a half car. If the 

model parameters or inputs were changed significantly, the MAP switched-model could 

be re-run to ensure that the time intervals for each stage, and the required model 

elements, had not changed. If changes were required to the stages or models, then the 

MAP-based switch analysis would automatically suggest these changes. 
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Chapter 6 

Vehicle Frame Model Case Study 

This chapter discusses how to use switches for a vehicle frame model that can be 

partitioned into a driven and driving sub-system as described in Section 2.1. Section 6.1 

gives a brief description and some useful equations for a Bernoulli-Euler beam [23) that 

could be used for modeling the vehicle frame. Section 6.2 explains the vehicle frame 

model. Section 6.3 describes how the vehicle frame model can be partitioned using the 

algorithm described in Section 2.1. Section 6.4 describes how switches [see Chapter 4] 

can be used to partition a model only when it is appropriate to do so. The flexible modes 

of the vehicle frame model form driven partitions when they do not contribute 

significantly to overall system response. These modes are essentially eliminated when 

the model is partitioned. This case study thus predicts when a rigid model is acceptable, 

switches between a rigid and flexible model automatically, and shows how the model 

would respond. The analyst can then compare the variable-complexity model results 

with the results from a "full" flexible model over the course of the simulation, and decide 

if discrepancies are acceptable. Results from the variable complexity model are given in 

Section 6.5. 
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6.1 Brief description of Bernoulli-Euler beam 

Uniform beam , El,p,A,L 
w(x ,t) 

' , r---- - ------ -- --- -- --- - -----------,--------------------------------
1 • 

X 

Figure 6.1: Uniform Bernoulli-Euler beam with point forces 

Figures and equations used in this section are taken from Kamopp et al. [11]. Figure 6.1 

shows a long and slender beam having a uniform cross-sectional area A, Young's 

modulus E, mass density ?, area moment of inertia I and length L. Any position of the 

beam is defined by x . w(x,t) gives the transverse displacement of the position x for any 

time t. Two point forces Ft(t) and F2(t) are applied at points x, and x2 of the beam to 

model suspension inputs . Neglecting the rotary inertia and shear deformation, the 

following Bernoulli- Euler equation for the beam can be written, 

(6.1) 
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- ·-----·--------------------------

Mode shapes can be found from the following equation, 

Mode frequencies are calculated using the following equation. 

? 2 = EI (k 11 L)
4 

• n ?A L4 

Using orthogonal property of the modes the following equation can be derived. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The quantity in the bracket of the first term is modal mass and in the second term it 

represents the stiffness. Figure 6.2 shows a bond graph of the force free beam. For 

example, considering the rigid body mode, with vertical translation, 

(6.5) 

Using Eq.6.4 and Eq.6.5, the first zero frequency mode is obtained as, 

or (6.6) 
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Figure 6.2: Bond graph of Bernoulli-Euler beam 

The second rigid mode which is the rotational mode is given by 

or 

(6.7) 

This means acceleration ij0 is produced by the moments of external forces about the 

centre of mass where l g is the centroidal moment of inertia of the beam. Eq.6.6 and 

Eq.6.7 is represented in the bond graph of Figure 6.3. F1 and F2 forces are the efforts at 0-

junctions that pass through -TF- elements with moduli equal to the value of the mode 

shape at point XJ or )(;!. For the rigid body translation mode the modulus is given by Eq. 

6.5. Then it goes to the 1 ii
00 

-junction with modal parameter, in this case the 1- junction 

with beam mass m . Again, in case of the second rigid mode F 1 and F2 forces pass through 
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-TF-s having modulus of (x1 - ~ ) and ( x2 - ~) respectively. These efforts then go to 

the 1 ij
0 
-junction with modal parameter l g. Other connections represent Equation 6.4 

where modal stiffness is also added in combination with modal mass which show the 

flexible modes. 

6.2 V ehic Ie frame model 

.. 
Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of a vehicle frame 

..... 
&i2liiOd8' .... ....... ....... 
L4 

This section describes a vehicle frame model as shown in Figure 6.3. The beam is 

considered a Bernoulli- Euler beam as described in the previous section with a 1 0 kg 

concentrated load at the middle of the beam. Beam specifications are given in the figure. 

Damping and stiffness values of front, middle and rear section of the beam are given in 

Table 6.1. The front road input is sin (?t) whereas the rear road input is delayed by 1.5 

seconds. The frequency ? has four stages. They are 1 rad/s, 10 rad/s , 65 rad/s and 120 

rad/s for 10 seconds each. 
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Table 6.1: Parameter values of the vehicle frame model 

Location Damping Stiffness 

(N-s/m) (kN/m) 

Front ~~ 100 k sj 1000000 

Middle ~·tiff 100 k stiff 1000000 

Rear Rsr 100 k sr 1000000 

Figure 6.4 shows the bond graph presentation of the vehicle frame model. The effort 

source Se produces an effort of mg at the 1 v _loacr junction, where m is the load mass 

which is 10 kg and g is gravitational acceleration. This effort and the effort from damping 

and stiffness at the middle of the beam produce a resultant effort at the l v_load-junction 

that leads to ltoad and the load mass gives a flow output to the rest of the system. The 

effort that goes to the 1 v _loadunction from K stiff and Rsriff elements also gets to the OFmid

junction from which the effort passes thorough different - TF- s whose moduli are equal 

to the mode shape displacement at the middle of the beam . For example the effort is 

multiplied with -TFvoo_mid- having a mode function of 1 and this goes to the lnoo_dor

junction that represents the translational velocity of the rigid body mode. The rigid body 

modal mass m is also attached to lnoo_dor-junction and computes the flow for the junction 

when it is in integral causality. 

The front and rear Sf generates the four frequency stage road inputs for the system as 

described before. Passing the 1v_front and 1v-rear-junctions for the front and rear sections 

respectively, the flow goes to the 0-junction that gets effort input from the spring and 

l 0 l 
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Figure 6.4: Bond graph presentation of the vehicle frame model 

damper attached to the front and rear section of the beam. In the same way described for 

the middle section, the effort then is multiplied by the moduli of different - TF-s 

corresponding to the mode shape displacement at the point in question. Then they go to 

different mode velocity ]-junctions as lnoO_dot, l nO_dot etc. 
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Table 6.2: Modal parameters used in the model 

Mode Mode Modal Modal Damping 
(n) Frequency stiffuess Mass (R,) 

(? n) (Kn) CMn) N-s/m 
rad/sec kN/m kg 

00 0 0 78.6 0 

0 0 0 163.8 0 

1 26.1 55294 81.4 200 

2 71.9 405126 78.5 500 

3 140.9 1559400 78.6 1100 

The bond graph shows five modes for the system, two rigid modes and tlree flexible. 

Mode nOO and mode nO are the rigid modes for translation and rotation. Modes nl, n2 

and n3 are flexible modes. The integral blocks calculate the modal displacement and the 

displacements can be output as time series. 

Figure 6.5 shows modal amplitudes of the system for all its four stages. For the first 

stage, which has a lower frequency, only the rigid modes get excited and excitation in the 

flexible modes is insignificant. During the second stage excitation in the rigid modes 

becomes less and flexible modes are excited. At the third stage which is of 65 rad/s 

frequency, all three flexible modes are excited while rigid modes become more flat. At 

the fourth stage as the input frequency gets higher, mode 1 and 3 get less excited than the 

previous stage. 
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Figure 6.5: Modal amplitudes at different stages for the vehicle frame model 

6.3 Partitioning of vehicle frame model 

As described in Section 2.1, the partitioning method can be applied to this vehicle frame 

model. If a mode is found as non-contributing to the rest of the system it can be 

partitioned and eliminated. Partition boundaries are indicated by replacing a power bond 

with a modulated source and signal. This is illustrated in Figure 6.7. Two efforts to mode 

2 from ~rz- and ~rz-junctions as shown in Figure 6.5 are replaced by two modulated 
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--~------------------------------------------------------------~~-----

effort sources in Figure 6.6. Now the mode 2 sub-system is partitioned as a driven system 

with two modulated sources producing the efforts going through the bond B-l and B-2 to 

1 nl_dot - junction. The rest of the system is a driving partition driving mode 2. The 

modulated sources can be used if activity measurement shows that the modal velocity of 

the driven system "Mode 2", with one compliance, one resistive and one inertial element, 

does not have a significant effect on the rest of the system. 
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Figure 6.6: Mode 2 partitioning using modulated effort source 
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6.4 Partitioning by using switches 

6.4.1 Assessment of partitioning possibility using MAP sensors 

The times when partitioning is appropriate can be determined, and the partitioning done 

as necessary, by using MAP sensors between internal bonds and switches for the weakly 

causal bonds described in Section 4.2. The sensors calculate MAP of the bond and 

generate a 'U ' signal that switches MTF's ' on' or off, hence resulting in a zero flow for 

the rest of the system. This can be demonstrated using Figure 6. 7. This figure shows a 

bond graph of the vehicle frame model having the MAP sensors attached. The sensors are 

attached with all the adjacent bonds of ~mid, OFrz and ~fz -junctions. Only for the OFfz

junction, the technique for calculating relative MAP and hence, generating 'U ' values is 

shown in the figure. Similar arrangements for ~mid, OFrz junctions in the original model 

are omitted in Figure 6.7 for clarity. 

A MAP sensor is attached with every bond numbered from 1 to 6 in Figure 6.8. These 

sensors calculate MAP for the corresponding bonds and send the value to the 'maximum' 

block. The 'maximum' block then finds the highest of the MAPs from the adjacent bonds 

attached to the junction. Each sensor's MAP is divided by the maximum MAP value to 

result a 'relative MAP' . The 'threshold ' block sends a value to the sensors that sets A 

97% thresoold limit. A 'U' value without smoothing is generated as described in Section 

3.4. 'U' values for the adjacent bonds of OFrz and 0Ffz-junctions are also determined in the 
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same way. Figure 6.8 shows the U values of the modes contributing to the force 0. 

junctions "Frz", ''Frz" and "Fmid" at the front, rear and middle of the beam respectively. 
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Figure 6.7: 'U' value determination by using MAP sensors for the vehicle frame model 

During the first stage (1 rad/s), neither flexible mode is excited significantly, due to the 

slow input motion. At all three locations, the relative MAP of the bonds from the flexible 
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modes at the respective 0-junctions do not exceed the threshold of 97%. During the 

second (1 0 rad/s) and following stages, the first mode is excited significantly at the 

middle of the beam. Modes 2 and 3 do not affect system dynamics in the second stage, 

because the front and rear suspension locations are closer to nodes of these modes. The 

middle of the beam is exactly at a node of Mode 2, which is why Mode 2 is not shown in 

the middle graph of Figure 6.8. While Mode 3 also has maximum displacement at mid

span, it is still being excited far below its resonant frequency in Stage 2. In Stages 3 and 

4, Modes 2 and 3 are excited closer to their natural frequencies and are active at all three 

locations. In Stage 4, note that Mode I becomes nactive again. This is due to the 

attenuation that occurs in vibrating systems that are excited at a frequency far above their 

natural frequency. 

6.4.2 Switched vehicle frame model 

Switches can be applied to the model described in the previous section. 'U' values show 

that all the three flexible modes do not contribute significantly to the system dynamics at 

the first stage. Thus the three modes can be partitioned .During the second stage when 

mode I has significant deflection at mid-span, mode I cannot be partitioned but mode 2 

and 3 can still be omitted .During rest of the stages all the modes contributing to any 

location i.e., at rear , front and middle , never become inactive at the same time. 

Therefore the flexible modes cannot be completely partitioned but still a bond can be 

switched off once it doesn't contribute. Instead of using modulated effort source as in 

Section 6.3, partitioning is obtained by using 'switch of the internal bond' for weak 
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causality as described in Section 4.4. 'U' values g:> to moduli of the MTFs to direct the 

'on' or 'off mode as described. This can be illustrated from Figure 6.10. At OFfz-junction, 

bonds numbered as 1, 2, and 3 that contribute to mode 1, 2 and 3 respectively have the 

switch arrangement where the 'U' signal from the MAP sensor goes to MTF. For ~mid 

junction, bonds 4 and 5 contribute to modes 3 and 1 respectively and have switches. At 

OFfrz -junction, switches are applied for bonds 6, 7 and 8 which contribute to modes 3, 2 

and 1 respectively. 

f 

I 

Figure 6.9: Switching arrangement applied for vehicle frame model 
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6.5 Result of switching the vehicle frame model 

For the switched model simulation the 'Backward Differential Formula' integrator with a 

tolerance of I e-006 is used. Figure 6.10 shows the switched model response overlaid on 

the full model system response. The front displacement Ffz, middle displacement Fmid 

and rear displacement Frz are plotted. Plots show that the system response for the 

switched and full model is the same. This proves that switching doesn't significantly 

affect the system response in this case. 

Table 6.3 : Simulation time and step for switched and full model 

Model Time Step 

Switched 80.006 240402 

Full 79.183 197866 

Figure 6.11 gives 'U' value plots for the vehicle frame m>del when the switches are 

applied. The switched 'U' values confirm similar patterrn when compared with the plots 

of full model shown in Figure 6.8, i.e., switched bonds go 'on' or 'off for the same time 

span as the full model suggests. Another model is built that has all the sensors and MTF 

that a switched model has, but no switching occurs as no signal goes from the MAP 

sensors to the MTFs. Rather, a constant signal having value of 1 passes to the MTFs 

which makes the model work as a full model. SimulatiJn time and steps taken by the 

switched model and the "full" model are given in Table 6.3. Use of a switched model 
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--------- --------------- ---------

does not giVe computation time or step savmgs, because of the numerical overhead 

involved with calculating activities. However, the above switched model shows that the 

relative MAP metric is a good predictor of when systems can be partitioned, and it shows 

how the system would respond if the optimal model could be used at every instant. If the 

modeler wanted to build a fixed-complexity model for each stage, and run them 

sequentially, then time savings would likely occur because there would be no need to 

calculate relative MAP. The switching method described here thus "designs" the fixed

complexity models for each stage, and the switched system results show how well the 

sequence of fixed-complexity models will work. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis work presented a method that can continuously monitor the contribution of an 

element to overall system dynamics and at the same time it can eliminate the effect of the 

element when it becomes unimportant for predicting the system response. Hence it 

showed how to generate proper modes automatically as the system inputs or the 

parameters are changed. Bond graphs were used throughout the work and computer 

simulations were done by using 20sim [2007] software. Three element importance 

monitoring metrics were employed and results were compared to see which method was 

more responsive. It was found in several case studies that MAP (moving average of 

power) metric works better than activity or relative activity metrics. 

Switching method was proposed and implemented to eliminate the effect of a non

contributing e lement as its MAP index falls below a specified threshold limit. It is 

important to note that such switching enables one to remove elements regardless of 

causality and at the same time it can calculate element importance when the element has 
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been removed. Modulated transformers (MTF) are used to switch the elements ' on ' or 

'off. Sometimes MTFs were required to be combined with parasitic elements for 

perfonning switching of causally strong bonds. 

Three different case studies were done by using the bond graph based metrics and the 

switches. The half car, the quarter car and the vehicle frame case studies show how the 

method works while using the elemel1 importance metrics along with the switches. The 

half and quarter car case studies used the MORA algorithm while the vehicle frame case 

study was done by using partitioning algorithm. In very few occasions computational 

saving were achieved. 

The ultimate goal of such automated proper model generation was to reduce simulation 

time. This method takes the overhead to calculate element importance at every instant of 

the simulation which explains why simulations became slower while using the switches 

along with the metrics. Moreover parasitic elements in the switches often created 

numerical stiffness and slowed the simulations. 

Despite of the fact that computational savmg was not obtained, this thesis shows a 

method that can continuously monitor dement importance and therefore can predict 

variable-complexity model structures automatically at any time instant. This also can tell 

how the system would respond if the proper models were generated in advance and then 
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simulated sequentially. Therefore it can compare the proper model response with the full 

model to check its validity. 

7.2 Recommendations 

Considering the achievements and limitations of the current thesis work the following 

potential research scopes can be suggested. 

• A more efficient numerical method can be employed to address the numerical 

difficulty once switches are used. 

• An arbitrary threshold limit was set for the elements to be removed. A method can 

be developed to find the appropriate threshold limit which would eliminate 

arbitrary choice. 

• The current method monitors model complexity for every instant which adds 

more computational overhead during the simulation Methods can be developed to 

minimize the amount of model complexity checking. Instead of checking of every 

instant, some time period can be set at which to check the model complexity. 

Challenge will be to select the time periods for model checking prior to the 

simulation. 

• The MAP metric used a shorter time window than activity but the choice of the 

window was arbitrary. The choice ofthis window could be crucial to the selection 

of the appropriate complexity model. Selecting the right time window requires 

further research . 
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• For automating model complexity some pre-set proper models can be generated 

for various stage of the full maneuver. These models could be generated 

automatically using the method of this thesis. Switching between these pre-set 

models would then predict the system dynamics for the entire maneuver 

efficiently. 
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